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If g and h are polynomials of degrees r and s over a field, their functional composition 
f = #(h) has degree n = rs. The functional decomposition problem is: given f of 
degree n = rs, determine whether such g and h exist, and, in the affirmative case, 
compute them. An apparently difficult case is when the characteristic p of the 
ground field divides r. This paper presents a polynomial-time partial solution for 
this "wild" case; it works, e.g., when p2 t r. 
1. Introduction 
If F is a field and g,h E F[x], then f = g o h = g(h) E F[x] is their (functional) 
composition, and (g, h) is a (functional) decomposition of f. Given f E F[x], there exists 
an essentially unique complete decomposition f = fl o f2 o . . .  o fk, where f l , , . . ,  fk ~ FIx] 
are indecomposable polynomiMs. This result is valid if the characteristic p of F does not 
divide the degree of f.  These facts and the history of the problem can be found in the 
references given below. 
Formally, we consider the following decomposition problem: given f E F[z] of degree 
n, and r, s E N with n = rs, decide whether there exist g, h E F[x] of degrees r, s, respec- 
tively, such that f = g o h. Barton & Zippel (1985) and Alagar & Thanh (1985) presented 
(exponential-time) algorithms if char(F) = 0. For the general "tame" case, where p does 
not divide r, a polynomial-time algorithm was given by Kozen & Landau (1989) (a first 
version of which appeared in 1986); variants are in the later papers Guti~rrez et al. (1989) 
and yon zur Gathen (1990). For the "wild" case, where p divides r, Kozen gz Landau 
(1989) derive from their "structure theorem" an algorithm over fields with a factorization 
procedure for univariate polynomials. They obtain a polynomial-time algorithm if f is 
irreducible and F a finite field; in fact, even a fast parallel NC-algorithm. For F arbi- 
trary with a polynomial-time factorization procedure and f irreducible, they can find a 
complete decomposition i to indecomposable polynomials in time O(nl~ Ritt's First 
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Theorem gives a uniqueness property in the tame case (see the references above); for lack 
of such a property the (computational) connection between complete decompositions and 
decomposition with r and s given is not clear in the wild case. (The terminology of "tame" 
and "wild" is borrowed from number theory, regarding r as some "ramification index"; 
see e.g., Itasse 1980.) 
The polynomial-t ime methods for the tame case are based on Kozen g~ Landau's ap- 
proach of directly solving the equations obtained from comparing coefficients in " f  = goh". 
The present paper extends this approach to the wild case, in which we always have 
p < r < n. We obtain an algorithm only for the following special case. Write degg = r = qt 
with q a power of p and p Jf t. We will throughout the paper assume that q >__ p; otherwise 
we are in the tame case. Then g is called "simple" (for lack of a better word) if 
g = x r + br_i~ r- i  + br_i_lx r - l -1  q- 9 9 9 + bo 
with b~-i ~ 0 and either p ~" i or i > q. Furthermore, 9 = z ~ is simple. Thus when p2 jf r, 
so that q = p, every g is simple; z tp2 + z ~p2-up + ..- is not simple if u < p. 
The main result of this paper is a polynomial-time r duction from "simple" decompo- 
sitions f = g o h with g simple to factorization of polynomials with degree less than n. 
Thus over finite fields~ we have a (deterministic) polynomial-time algorithm. It does not 
yield information about decompositions with g not simple. 
The algorithm solves one by one the polynomial equations arising from comparing 
coefficients of xn ,xn-1 , . . ,  in " ]  = g o h". All partially constructed solutions are main- 
tained until recognized as not leading to an actual decomposition. Giesbrecht (1988) has 
shown that no such approach can lead to a general polynomial-tlme algorithm, by exhibit- 
ing polynomials with more than a polynomial number of (non-simple) decompositions. 
Giesbrecht concentrates on the very wild case of "additive polynomials", where nonzero 
coefficients occur only at exponents which are powers of p. Fortunately, this case turns 
out to have enough internal structure to allow interesting conclusions uch as the above. 
The present work can be summarized as exhibiting a further significant case of poly- 
nomial decomposition which is reasonably easy to solve; the general case still awaits a 
polynomial-t ime solution. 
For perspective~ we note that over sufficiently general ("computable") fields the exis- 
tence of a decomposition is undecidable--in marked contrast o the tame case, which can 
be solved over any field just by field ar ithmetic--and that decompositions may require 
field extensions of exponentially large degree. This explains, in a sense, the restrictions 
imposed for solving the problem. 
The algorithm requires the factorization of certain univariate polynomials. Conversely, 
we exhibit a special class of polynomials whose factorization problem is linear-time re- 
ducible to the problem of finding simple decompositions. 
Some of the present results were reported in yon zur Gathen, Kozen &: Landau (1987), 
with the qualifier "simple" erroneously omitted. 
2. Reducing simple decomposition to factoring 
We consider the following decomposition problem DECn~,r. We have a field F, integers 
n, r E N with r dividing n, and f E F[x] of degree n. Let s = n i t .  The problem is to decide 
whether there exist g, h E F[x] of degrees r, s, respectively, such that f -- g o h = g(h) 
is the composition of g with h, and, in the affirmative case, to compute g and h. ] is 
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indecomposable if no such g and h exist. The "wild" ease is when the characteristic p of 
F divides r. 
We may assume without loss of generality that f ,g ,  h are monic, and that h(0) = 0. 
Denoting by .Ad C F[x] the set of monic polynomials, we consider the relation 
DECFr = {(f, (g, h)) e ]t4 x r163 : f = g o h, degg = r, degh = s, and h(0) = 0}. 
Formally, the computational problem has f E M and r, s E NI as input, and as output the 
set of all (g, h) E .hvl 2 with (f, (g, h)) E DECFr. In the introduction, it was defined when 
g is simple, and when a decomposition is simple, sDECFr denotes the set of all simple 
decompositions. 
We fix the following notation for the rest of the paper: f = x n + an_Ix n- I  + . . .  + no, 
g = X r "q" br -1  x r -1  Jc " ' "  n L b0, h = x ~ + Cs_ I  xn -1  "]- 9 9 9 + C lX  , and uk = z s + cs-~x s-1 +. , "  + 
C,_k+~X ~-~+1 is the high-order part of h, for 0 <_ k < s. We write r = qt~ where q > p is 
a power of p artd p ~" t. Thus n = qst and u0 = 0. 
In the wild case, both the uniqueness and the rationMity of decomposition may fall 
(Fried & MacRae 1969, Dorey & Whaples 1974). Here are some simple examples of this 
wild behaviour. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. To illustrate the algorithm below, let us take p = r = q = 2~ s = 4, n = 8, 
and f = x s + a4x 4 + a2x 2 + a lx  E F[x]. " f  = g o h" is equivalent o: 
a4 = c 2+bl ,  a2 = c~ + blc2, al = blCl. 
The algorithm takes the first equation in two unknowns and solves for c2 in terms of an 
indeterminate z; later we find an equation for z alone and substitute its solutions for bl. 
cl is similarly determined from the second equation: 
c2 = + cl  = + + 
The third equation, taken to the 4th power, then yields: 
Z 7-}-a4 z6Ta2z  4+a 4 =0.  
We take bl to be any of the solutions, and substitute to obtain the corresponding cl,c2. 
[] 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let F = Z3, f = x6+x4-z3+x2+x E F[z], h = z2+cz,  g = xa+b2x2+blx.  
Then v = z 3 + 2z + 1 E F[z] has no linear factors, and hence is irreducible. The high 
order terms of g o h are x 6 + b2x 4 + (c 3 + 2b2c)x3; if c is in F,  then f ~ g o h. However, let 
7 E F2r be such that v(7) = 0, c = 7, b2 = 1, bl = -72  + 1. Then f = g o h. This shows 
that decompositions may exist in algebraic extensions without existing in the ground field. 
Also, the three conjugate solutious obtained in this way are not "essentially equivMent"; 
thus Kitt's first theorem on uniqueness in characteristic zero (IEtt 1922) also fails in this 
case, [] 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Our algorithm would not find the following non-simple decomposition. Let 
p = s = 2, r = 4,n = 8, f = xSq-a4x4q-a2x2+alx  e Fs[x]. Then " f  = gob"  is equivalent 
to 
O=b3,a4=c~q-b2 ,a2=b2c~q-b l ,a l - -b lc l .  
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It is straightforward to solve these equations: 
c~ + a4c~ + a2cl + al O, bl = s 2 = c 1 + a4c 1 § a2,b2 = c 4 + a2. 
When a4 = a2 = 0 and al = 1, the seven solutions are given by arbitrary cl e F~ ( (so 
that c~ = 1) and b2 -- c~, bi = c~. Then f is simple, but each of the decompositions 
is not simple. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to replace the output-driven condition 
"9 is simple" by a condition on the input f (see Proposition 4.2). The algorithm below 
determines values of the Ck'S, using one equation after the other, leaving at each stage the 
value of at most one bi (the "leading" one after b~) undetermined; in this example that 
would be b2. However, the first set of four equations in this example can only be solved 
after taking each of them into account. Thus both b2 and bl are left undetermined until cl 
is computed. The present solution for the simple case might be extended by generalizing 
the above trivial solution in a systematic way. [] 
To each power of x in " f  = g o h" corresponds one equation in the coefficients of f ,  
g~ and h. We will consider these equations in descending order: xn,xn-1, .. .. We write 
coeff(v, i) for the coefficient of x i in v E F[z]. The following equations form the basis of 
the algorithm. For 1 <_ k < s, 1 < i < q, and j E N, we have 
coeff(h ~, n - qk) = (coeff(h', ~t - k)) q = 
(2.i) 
(tcs-k + coeff(u~, st  - k ) )  q =tca_  + coeff(u~, n - qk ) ,  
coeff(hr, n - j )  = 0 if q r j, (2.2) 
coeff(h r- i ,  n - is - k) = - i ca -k  + coeff(u~ -I, n - is -k ) ,  (2.3) 
coeff(h'-i, n - j )  = 0 if 0 _4 j < is. (2.4) 
In (2.1), we use h r = (ht) q and "coeff(h ~, st - k) = tc~_k + coeff(u~, st - k), and the fact 
that (a+b)g  = aq+bq for a, b e F[.x]. Similarly, for (2.2) we use that h r = (h~) q = ~i  hlx iq 
if h t ~ i  hi xi, In (2.3), only uk+ 1 can contribute, since 
deg((h - uk+i) "-i) <_ ( r  - i ) ( s  - k - i) < n - i s  - k ,  
using that i + 1 < q < r. The contribution is (r - i ) cs -k  = - i c , -k  from the summand 
c,_~x s-k 9 (x ' )  r-i-1 which occurs r - i times when the power is multiplied out; no other 
summand involving es_kx  s-k contributes, since its degree is too small. Finally, (2.4) 
follows from the fact that deg h r - i  <_ 8(r - i) = n - s i .  
The algorithm proceeds in stages S1, . . . ,  Sq-1. Stage Si computes all solutions with 
br-1 = "'" = br-i+l -- 0 a~d br- i  ~ 0 by determining an initial (high-order) part of any 
possible h, then br-i, and finally the rest of h and g. Most of the complications arise in 
the computation of br_ i. Stage Si-1 passes the leading part of h (namely those Cs-k with 
k < (i - 1)s/q) to Si. Step 2 calculates ome new c~-k (with k < is~q). Step 4 deals with 
a special case, where br- i  can be determined from a linear equation. For the general case, 
we let z be an indeterminate value for b~-i, and compute in step 5 (within stage Si) values 
%_~ corresponding to C,-k (for (i -- 1 )s /q  < k < i~/ (q  - 1)) depending on z, using the 
equations in z and %-k now corresponding to (2.1) through (2.4). (The same equations 
are used in the special case, only z is then not an indeterminate, but has already been 
given a value.) In step 6, the resulting equation v = 0 for z is computed and factored, 
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then solved in step 8, and several specific nonzero values a l , . . . ,  am are determined for z, 
and the algorithm continues with br_i -- aj for each j separately. Step 9 determines the 
remaining Cs-k. Given a candidate h e F[x] of degree s with h(0) = 0, there is at most 
one g E FIx] with f = g o h; this g is computed in step 10 by Taylor expansion as in yon 
zur Gathen (1990). The algorithm terminates for the solutions of stage Si. 
The normal control flow is as follows. Step 1 is an initialization. Stage Si (for 1 s i < q) 
starts in step 2 and proceeds to steps 3 through 11. At that point~ all decompositions for 
stage Si have been output, and control returns to step 2 for stage Si+l. Four exceptional 
situations may arise; they are handled by "goto" statements. In steps 4 or 6 it may become 
clear that stage Si terminates permaturely (either because br-i = 0 is forced, or because 
non-simple decompositions may exist); control then passes to step 2. In step 5 we may 
already know b~_;; then we skip to step 9. Finally, for the last value of i, namely i = q, 
we finish the computation of h in step 2, skip to step 10 to calculate g, and terminate. 
The main technical problem is finding an equation v as required, and proving that it 
is nontrivial, i.e., that v is not the constant zero. 
The algorithm generalizes that of Kozen ~: Landau (1989) for the tame case~ which 
performs tep 2 (with i = 1, q = 1, t = r) to calculate h, then a variant of step 10 to obtain 
g; the reader is encouraged to study their algorithm first, A generalization of the present 
algorithm beyond the simple wild case might first compute h and several (not just one) 
coefficients of g, then the remainder of g. 
If F is a field of characteristic p > 0~ K an algebraic losure of F, and q a power of p~ 
then 
F q ={a q :aEF} ,  F 1 /q={aEK:a  q eF} ,  F 1/p~ = ( . i F  1/~ C_K. 
IEN 
If F is finite (or perfect), then F 1/p~ = F. 
Algorithm Simple  decompos i t ion .  
Input: re s e N with r, s > 2, and f = ~ aiz ~ E Fix] monic of degree n = rs. 
Output: Representations of all decompositions (g,h) of f ,  with (f ,(g,h)) e sDEC~r, 
where K is an algebraic losure of F. (Thus f = g o h, and g is simple.) If non- 
simple decompositions possibly exist~ then a corresponding message is given. 
1. Write r = qt with q a power of p = char(F) and p ~" t. If q = 1, use some algorithm 
for this tame case, and stop. Set i = 0. 
2. Replace i by i + 1. For (i - 1)s/q <_ k < is~q, compute cs-k E F1/q from: 
q - coeff(u~,n qk) E F. ~C s_  k -" an_qk  
If i = q [so that h is known], set j = m = 1, h(1) = h, and go to step 10. 
3. Let z be an indeterminate over F, and L = F(z) l ips. Set a flag .7: to false. [~" 
indicates whether a value has been determined for z.] 
4. If q ~" is, replace z by a,~-is, and set ~" = true.  If an-is = 0, then set br-i - 0 and 
go to step 2. 
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5. For i s /q  < k < i s / (q -  1), compute %-k 6 L from: 
q - coeff(rl~ + zrl k , n - qk), f ' / s -k  ~- an-qk r - i  
where rTk = ~ c,_tz ~-I + ~ 7s_lX s-I. 
O<__l<ia/q is/q~l<k 
[Thus r/~. now p lays  the role of Uk.] If ~" = t rue ,  then set j = m = 1, c!~, = ")'s-k, 
U(k 1) = u~ for k as above, b~l) i_ = b,-i,  and go to step 9. [In this case, z has been 
replaced by a value from K in step 4, and ~k = uk E F 1/p~ .] 
6. If p I i, output '% non-simple decomposition possibly exists", set br-i = 0, and and 
go to step 2. If p t i, let e E N be such that q~ Is and qe+l ~. s. If ~" = false, let 
= ~.  (1 - q -~ - 1) e N,  and 
v ~ iz%_~+a,~_~_~ z.coeff(~ -~ ,n - i s  ~) q~ = . - _ Ear , ,  
lit turns out that v E F[z] is a monic polynomial of degree d = (qe+l _ 1)/(q - 1) < 
2q e, which will now be used to determine a value for z.] Factor v over F into 
irreducible monic polynomials va, 9 9 9 v, of degrees d l , . . . ,  d~, with dl +.  9 9 + d~ = d. 
Order these polynomials o that z ,v l , ' . ' ,Vm are pair.wise distinct, m < #, and 
{z, v l , . . - ,v,~} = {z, v l , . . . ,  v~}. [Step 4 dealt with the possible factor z, for which 
b,._i = 0.] 
7. For 1 < j < m, do steps 8, 9, and 10. 
8. If .~" = false, let aj = z rood vj E Ej = F[z]/(vj) be a root of vj. We now have 
values b! j),_. = ~j ~ 0 and calculate c~!_)k = %_k(c~j) for the %-k computed in step 
(J) 
5, ~nd the corresponding u k = r/k(aj). [We do not keep track of the other dj - 1 
solutions conjugate to aj.] 
9. For i s / (q  - 1) _ < k < s, compute %-k" "(j) 
( ( J~ \  f coelT((u~J)) r ~,(J) r .  ( .~)~r-i  
[We now have all coefficients of a candidate h(j) for a decomposition.] 
10. Compute the corresponding g(J) by Taylor expansion. If f = gO) o h(J), then return 
the so lu t ion  (ff(J),h(J)). If i = q, then stop. 
11. Set b,_~' = 0 and goto step 2. 
In order to solve s:D]~CFr, it would be sufficient o run the algorithm only on those 
coefficients computed in steps 2, 5, and 8 that turn out to be in F, corresponding to some 
linear factors v 5 in step 6. However, a satisfactory solution to the decomposition problem 
should also return the decompositions over algebraic extensions; the above algorithm does 
this. We let K be an algebraic losure of F, define DEcFr  = DECk: r I Fix] • If{x] 2, and 
consider the computational problem of testing whether a monic input f E Fix] of degree 
n = rs has an "absolute" decomposition f = g o h with (f ,  (g, h)) e DECk:r; similarly 
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F sDECn.r for g simple. If r is an automorphism of K over F and ~ its extension to K[x], 
then also f = e(g) o e(h). If such a decomposition exists, we also h~ve to compute 
representations of all decompositions; only one representative for each set of conjugate 
solutions is required. A representation f a decomposition now consists of an irreducible 
polynomial v 6 F[z] and g~,h' e F[x,z] with degxg ~ = r, deg~h ~= s, degzg ~ < degv, 
deg z h' < degv, corresponding to g = g'mod v e (F[z]/(v))[x] C_ E[z], where E = 
r[z] /(v) ,  and h = h' mod v e E[z] with f = g o h. 
The following fact will be used without explicit reference in the sequel. 
FACT 2.4. Let F be a field of characteristic p > O, a E F, and q E N a power of p. Then 
there exists at most one b E F such that bq = a. If  F is finite with u elements and u i >_ q, 
then b = a u~/q satisfies the equation. If a E 7v, then aq = a. 
PP.oor. For a l lbEF , (x -b )q= xq-bq .  [] 
The next lemma shows that v in step 6 is not the zero polynomial, so that only a finite 
number of values for z has to be considered. Recall L = F(z)  l ips ,  qe Is, q~+l .~ s, and 
define R = F1/q[z], and aj = 1+ q +. . .  + qj-1 = (qi _ 1) / (q -  l) for 0 _< j _< e. 
The numbers gj defined in the lemma below are the threshold values at which some- 
thing interesting happens to the 7s-k's. We divide the set of all k in stage Si, namely 
no = 0 <_ k < i s / (q -  1), into intervals [~j,gj+l), for 0 _<j_< e. Recall that aTs_k in 
general involves high-degree roots of z and of field elements. (i) states that within each 
interval, a certain power of Vs-k (with exponent q0') is actually a polynomial in z, with 
coefficients at most qth roots of elements of F, and whose degree is at most erj. This yields 
the crucial fact (ii) about the threshold value k = h i. For this value of k, the qJth power 
of 7~-k is actually a polynomial in F[z] (no roots in F required) of degree xactly aj (if 
p ~" i), and we determine its leading coefficient as (i/t)~J. The central point is that this 
coefficient is nonzero; this translates into the condition "p ~" i" in the definition of simple 
decomposition. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 < i < q, for 0 <_ j <_ e define aj = is 9 ajq - j  E N, and J%+1 = 
[ i s / (q  - i ) l .  Let  0 <. j <_ e. 
q~ qi 
(i) If  ~j < k < ~j+l, then 7s-k E R and degz %-k < ~J' 
(ii) There exists 5j E F[z] such that 
"rs-.~ = + ~ ~ F[z], 
and deg, 6j < aj. 
(iii) v as computed in step 6 (with p ~ i) of Simple decompos i t ion  is a monic polyno- 
mial in F[~] of degree ~o+~ = (q~ - 1) / (q - 1). 
(iv) Let (g,h) be a solution computed in step 10, and E D_ F be the field generated by 
the coefficients of g and h. There exists a field F1 with F C__ E C_ FI C K and 
[F1 : rWq] _< ~+1. 
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PRooP .  We have e; = ne in step 6, g0=0,  tq = is /q ,  and 
q l~ j  r j<e .  
Set 7a-t: = Cs-k E R for k < i s /q .  
Assume that tr < k < t~+l. (2.1), (2.3), and the fact that coeff(M -t,  n - qk) : 0 for 
i s /q  < k < i s / (q  - 1) and I > i imply 
q oeff(r/k , n - qk) - z : -- c ~ 9 coeff(r}~ - / ,  n - qk).  t'~s_ k an-qk 
Abbrev ia te  
p = coefr(o L st - k), r = coeff(O~ -{, n -  qk), 
so that  
qj : .q,-a _ (zlr)qj_, t"/s-k "n-qk - -  flq3 
If a te rm 7s_tz ~-l in r/k contributes to rr, then 
(2 .5 )  
n-qk  < s - l+( r - i -1 )s=n- i s - I  
- (2.6) 
i s+ l< qk = q~j+t+q(k -n j+ l )  = is+n j+q(k -n j+ l ) .  
Since k < nj+l,  we have l < ~j for any l satisfying (2.6). No mixed terms 7s-l~ "7~-t2 with 
ll, 12 :> t~l contr ibute to 7r, since q > 2 implies that  
i s )  isq 
- q + ( r  - i - < n - - - 'q  - 1 
Concerning p, again no mixed terms %-5  "%-12 with l l ,  12 >_ i s /q  contribute, since 
is ia 
- q - l '  q 
We now prove claim (i) by induction on k. It holds for k < ~1, and now let k > ~1. Suppose 
that  7s-t  contr ibutes to p, and define m by ~,~ < l < n,~+l; then m < j since l < k. By 
qm qj 
the induct ion hypothesis, %-z 6 R has degree at most am, so that 7 , - t  = ("[~m-l)q)-m has  
degree at most  qj-rn . am <_ crj. It follows that 
pq~ E R, deg~(p q~) ~ aj.  
From (2.6), we find 
r q~-I E t~, degz(Tr qJ-1) _< ~rj_l. 
qJ 
It follows f rom (2.5) that  7s-k E R has degree at most max{a j ,q  j -1 + a j -1}  = aj.  Thus 
(i) is proven. 
C la im (ii) is clear for j = 0 (where 7s-~0 = 7, = 1), and for an induction we assume 
j > 1. Set 
Condit ion (2.6) and fact (2.3) imply that 
7r = coeff(r/rTi, n - at:j) = - iTs_~j_ , + iP. 
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Then from (2.5) and the inductive hypothesis we have 
q~ = t-1 (a qj-1 (z~)q J-') %-~: " k n-q~ - Pq' + i (z%-~:- l )  q~-~ - = 
~z ~ + t z~ %-1+ " k ~-q~J - pq~ - 
It remains to show that the last four summands are in F[z] and have small degree. The 
second summand is in F[z] and has degree at most 
q~-~ + (a j_~ - 1) = a j  - 1. 
Also, p~J-~ E R, and the degree of pq: E F[z] is bounded by q. aj-1 = aj - 1. Finally, 
~qj-2 E R has degree at most aj-2, and 
qi-1 + deg ~a qj-~ < qj-1 + q. aj-2 = aj - 1. 
This proves (ii). 
To prove claim (iii) o~ the lemma, let 
qe-1. 
Again, no mixed terms contribute to ~, since 
s -  11 + s -  12 + ( r -  i -  2) .s  < n-  i s -  a~ 
for 11,12 >_ is/q. By (i), r is in R and has degree at most ae-1. Thus 
io+1 "izq" 9 + 77-4- f . ( izq'~ + a,~_~,_,,o 
The first summand is za*+~, and the second summand is a polynomial in F[z] of degree 
less than ae+~. 
For claim (iv), take the solution (g(J),h (j)) given by some aj in step 8, and /71 = 
F 1/q[aj]. Then all -(j) F1/q] < [] %_~ e FI, and [FI : ae+l. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F be any field. The algorithm Simple decompos i t ion  reduces the 
problem sD'E"C of finding simple decompositions of polynomials over F to the problem of 
factoring univariate polynomials of degree less than n over F. 
PROOF. To prove correctness ofthe algorithm, first note that c~-k resp. %-k are uniquely 
determined in steps 2 and 5, by Fact 2.4. From the following equivalences, it is clear that 
the equations in steps 1 through 5 and 9 follow from (2.1) through (2.4): 
is 
n -  qk > n -  is r k < - - ,  
q 
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~s 
n-qk>n- i s -k  ~ k< 1' q -  
is 
n - qk < n - is - k r162 k > ~ .  
q -1  
When 1 _< i < q and ~ = ae E N as in step 6, then q ~f a. From (2.2) and (2.3), we have 
an- i , -n  .= - ib r_ i c j -a  + br- i"  coeff(u~ -i, n - is - ~). 
Thus v(z )  = 0 for any value for z leading to a decomposition. We have now proved that 
the coefficients in any decomposition satisfy the equations used in the algorithm. On the 
other hand, any candidate produced by the algorithm is tested in step 10, so that the 
algorithm produces exactly one representative for each set of conjugate solutions, rl 
REMARK 2.7. Any solution computed in the algorithm must satisfy 
+ 
for 1 < k < s with q Jf i~ -t- k. Any practical implementation would incorporate all these 
checks, which may determine z much earlier than Simple decompos i t ion  does, or find 
that no simple decomposition exists before step 10. However, these checks may all be 
trivial "0 ~ z.  0", and do not help for our worst-case analysis. Here are some of these 
checks; step i' should go after the end of step i of the algorithm. 
2'. If there exists some k with 0 < k < i8, q ~" k, and a~-k ~ 0, then return "no 
solution" and stop the algorithm. 
3'. If cs- l  ~ 0 for some l with 1 <_ I < i s /q  and q Jf is + l, let k be the smallest such t, 
and do the following, tteplace z by an- i~-k /c , -k ,  and set j = m = 1 and .%" = true', 
if an- i s -k  ~-- 0, then set br_ i = 0 and go to step 2, else go to step 5. 
8'. If 
coeff((u(kJ)) T T ~- b (~>r_i~k " (J)~,-i; - / ,  n - k) # 0 
for some 0 <: k < i sq / (q -  1), then stop. [This aj does not lead to a decomposition.] 
3. Simple decomposi t ion in the wi ld case 
We now put the reduction of Section 2 to work. We obtain results at four different 
levels, from worst (undecidable) to best (polynomial-time and poly-logarithmic depth). 
The first two negative results are meant to explain the restrictions we impose in the 
positive results. 
1. The simple decomposition problem is undecidable in general. 
2. If F is not finitely generated over its prime field, sDEC may require algebraic field 
extensions of F of exponential degree. 
3. If F is finitely generated, we have a polynomial-time algorithm. 
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4. If F is finite, we have a fast sequential (O(n4)) and a fast parallel (O(log 2 n)) algo- 
rithm. If p2 does not divide n, we obtain O(n 1+~) sequential and O(logn) parallel 
time. 
We have to specify the model of computation somewhat more precisely. We fix a 
field F. The undecidable xample of Proposition 3.1 below works over a "computable 
field" (FrShlich & Shepherdson 1955), has inputs encoded over a finite alphabet, and 
the Turing machine as model of computation. The arithmetic operations and zero-tests 
are Turing-computable. Example 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 deal with the purely Mgebraic 
question whether fields of exponentially arge degree may be required (the answer is: yes 
and no); presumably exponentially arge degrees make the problem infeasible in any model 
of computation. 
The positive results deal with finitely generated fields, where polynomial-time Boolean 
factorization procedures are known (Chistov & Grigoryev 1982). Finite fields are of special 
interest. 
Fix a field F of characteristic p > 0. We denote by p-ROOT the problem of deciding, 
on input a E F and e E N, whether a has a peth root b (~ F with b p~ = a, and, in the 
affirmative case, of computing the unique such b. In other words, the polynomial x~" - a 
has to be factored; the input length is pC plus the length sufficient o encode a. FACTOlZ 
is the problem of computing a complete factorization of a polynomial in F[x], given its 
coefficients. We have reductions 
p -ROOT _< sDEC _< FACTOP~. 
The last is given by the algorithm, and the first by mapping an input a,e for p-ROOT to 
f = x 2p" + ax p" (for odd p; f = x 3"2~ + ax 2~ will do for p = 2). Then f has the unique 
decomposition f = x # o (x 2 + p~/'ax) with degrees pe and 2, which is simple. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any prime p >_ 3, there exists a field F of characteristic p such 
that sDECF2 is undecidable. 
PROOF. Let p > 3 be a prime. A construction by Fr6hlich & Shepherdson (1955) leads to 
infinite ("computable") fields F of characteristic p, for which the decision problem: "given 
a E F, is a a pth power?" is undecidable; see von zur Gathen (1984a), Remark 5.10. By 
the reduction to sDEC, the latter question is also undecidable. [] 
Similarly, sDEC2F,3 is undecidable for some fields F of characteristic 2. This construc- 
tion can be modified so that for every prime p and every S C N, we have a field Fs of 
Fs characteristic p such that the decision problem for S is linear-time reducible to sDECp, v 
Thus there are fields over which the decomposition problem is NP-hard, exponential-space 
hard, .... 
We will now see that the problem may produce very large field extensions, if the field 
is not finitely generated over its prime field. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let p be a prime, Yl,y2,... indeterminates over Zp, F = Zp(Y l ,Y2 , . . . ) ,  
and K an algebraic losure of F. For any power r > 2 of p, we exhibit polynomials 
f~,gr E F[z], h~ E K[z] such that (fi,(gr, h,)) E DECKr, where n = r3+r, fr = gr oh~ is 
the unique decomposition of fr over K, and the coefficients of hr generate a field of degree 
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at least 2 3v/-~ over F. Let zi = y~/r ~ K for i E N, s = r 2 + 1, gr = x r, hr = z ~ +zs - l z  s-1 + 
9 "" + z,-rx s-r E K[x], and fr = gr o hr = x '~ + y,-lx'~-r+ . . .  + ys-rx n-r2 E F[x]. Step 
1 of S imple decomposi t ion with i = 1 determines the leading coefficients of h, and one 
checks that br_i = 0 for 1 < i < r in any solution g, so that (gr, hr) is the only solution. 
The field generated by the coefficients of hr has degree rr > 2 3v~ over F. [] 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F be finitely generated over Zp, say by m generators, K an algebraic 
closure o fF ,  f ~ F[x] of degree n = rs, and E C K the field over F generated by 
the coe~cients of one particular solution (g~h) as computed by the algorithm Simple 
decomposi t ion on input f . Then [E : F] < n m+l. 
PRoov. Let A1,. 9 A,~ E F generate F as a field over Fp. Then F1/q is generated over F 
by A~/q,..., A~ q, and thus [FVq : F] < am. Using Lemma 2.5 (iv), we find 
[E : F] < a m 9 (qe+l _ 1)/(q - 1) < rmrs < n m+l. [] 
COROLLARY 3.4. Over a finitely generated field F, sD-E"~ can be computed in polynomial 
time. 
PRoof.  Polynomial-time factorization algorithms are available over finitely generately 
fields (Chistov & Grigoryev 1982). By Theorem 3.3, the required field extensions have 
polynomial degree. D 
We next analyze the cost of the algorithm. We denote by M(n) the number of field 
operations in F sufficient o multiply two polynomials in F[z] of degree n, and use M(n) = 
nlognloglogn for any field (Sch6nhage & Strassen 1971~ Sch6nhage 1977, Cantor & 
Kaltofen 1987). For a field F, let SF(d) be a number of operations in F sufficient o 
factor a univariate polynomial over F of degree at most d, and -RF(q) to extract a qth 
root in F. In particular,/~F(q) < SF(q). We assume polynomial bounds, so that e.g. 
S~(2d) = O(SF(d)). 
TIH~OPd~M 3.5. Let r be a divisor of n, q the largest power of char(F) dividing r, and qe 
the largest power of q dividing s = n/r.  Algorithm Simple decompos i t ion  for sD-E"C 
can be performed with the following number of operations in F. 
(i) O(n3(log n log log n) 2 + qSF(q e) + sR(q)), 
5i) O(M(n)logn + sa(q)), i fp ~ Jf n. 
PRoof.  During the algorithm, we may have to compute in field extensions E j  of F of 
degree d _< a,+l. In the following, let E denote such a field extension. A qth root in 
E 1/q of an element in E can be computed in O(dRf(q)) operations in F. One arithmetic 
operation in E can be performed with O(M(d)log d) operations in F. If d l , . . . ,  dm with 
dl + ... + dm <_ ae+l = (q,+l _ 1) / (q -  1) < 2q e are the degrees of the field extensions 
computed in step 8, then 
M(di)logdl = O(M(q')logqe), 
l < j<,~ 
and similarly for the other cost functions R and S. Thus in the estimate we can assume 
the worst case: only one field extension, of maximal degree a,+l. 
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Let 1 < i < q. We estimate step by step the number Bi of operations in F during stage 
Si of Simple decomposit ion.  The asymptotic estimates "0" involve absolute constants 
only. In step 1, we use repeated squaring, retaining only the highest is coefficients. For 
the required coefficients of r/~ -; in step 5, we compute the highest qk < qis/(q - 1) < qs 
coefficients of r/~ -/ by repeated squaring and truncating the lower coefficients after each 
step. By Lemma 2.4 (i), r/~ E F 1/qi+l [z 1/qj] has degree at most aj in zl/q~, ife;j < k < ~;j+l. 
We obtain the following number of operations in F. 
2. 0 ((~q - Ij_r_DxS.q_l , (RE(q) + M(s)logr)) = O(s/q. (RE(q)+ M(s) logr)). 
5. ~ 0 (logrM(degza/qj ~?k) "M(qs) + (degzl/q~ %-k)R(q)) 
i . /q<_k<is / (q - -1)  
~1 ~k'(n/ac 1 
0 (M(qs)logr El<j<e ((~j+l - nj)M(aj) + aiR(q))) 
= 0 (M(qs)logr ~l<_j<e q-JM(qJ) + qeR(q)) 
= 0 (e. (M(qs)logrlogsloglogs +q~R(q))), 
6. SF(Cte+l) = O(SF(qe)) plus terms as above. 
9. 0 (s. logrM(n)M(qe)) = 0 (sn2(lognloglogn)2). 
10. O (M(n)logn. M(qe)), by Fact 2.1 (iv) of von zur Gathen (1990). 
Using that qe < s, we find the total cost as 
0 (n 3 +e.  (M(qs)logrlogsloglogs + qeR(q))+ SF(q e) + ~R(q)~. 
\ q /  
Adding up for the q - 1 values of i, claim (i) follows. 
If p2 t n, then either q = 1 and we are in the tame case with cost O(M(n)logn) (van 
zur Gathen 1990), or q = p and thus p ~" i in step 6. Thus no factorization is required, 
and only steps 1 through 5 and 9 through 11 have to be accounted for. For the better 
time bound, step 2 is implemented with O(~RF(q)+ M(is)log~) operations, using Newton 
iteration for all equations 
tCs-k = ,1/q _ coeff(u~,,st k). [] ~ st -k  
We have used the estimat~ O (sn2(lognloglogn) 2  for step 9. With an appropriate 
Newton iteration, one can in fact implement it with O(logrM(s)M(q~)) operations in 
F l/q, which improves the first summand in the estimate (i) to M(n)21ogn. 
For f E Fix] of degree n, r dividing n, and K an algebraic losure of F, let us consider 
the number 
d, = # n ({:} • 
of simple decompositions of f .  
COKOLLARY 3.6. In the above notation, we have dr < 2n. 
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PROOF. Writing r = qt, qe I s, and qC+l j[ s as usual, we have at most 
q" a~+l < q'  2q e S 2rs -- 2n 
simple decompositions. D 
This result contrasts with Giesbrecht's (1988) examples of polynomials with more than 
polynomially many (non-simple) decompositions. 
COROLbA~Y 3.7. For a finite field F = GF(p '~) of characteristic p, algorithm Simple 
decompos i t ion  for sDEC~,~ can be performed with O(man 4) operations in IF, and with 
O(M(n)M(m) logn)  operations i]p 2 ~( r. In parallel, it can be implemented on an arith. 
medic circuit over Zp of depth O(log~(mn)) and size (ran) ~ 
PROOF. Since we may assume that p S n, we have SF(q e) = O(na), and RF(q) = 
0 (log(p ~") + log q) = 0 (m log n). For the required parallel algorithms, see von zur Gathen 
(1984b). [] 
4. Reducing special factorization to simple decomposition 
If f(0) = g(0) = 0 and f = g o h, then h is a nontriviai factor of f. However, in the tame 
case the decomposition problem can he solved without recourse to factoring. In the wild 
case, our algorithm does use a factoring routine. Is this really necessary? 
For an affirmative answer, we fix a prime p, and for simplicity only consider F = Zn. 
We call a polynomial w = ~ wiz i E F[z] "special" if it has degree a~+l = 1 + p + ... + p~ 
for some e >_ 1, w0 # 0, and 
wi#O ==v. 3j<<_e+l i=p J+p J+ l+. . .+p  e. 
If al # 0, then our old friend 
w = z 7 + a4 z6 + a22z 4+ a 4 
from Example 2.1 is special, with e = 2. It is conjectured that factoring special polynomials 
is essentially as hard as factoring eneral polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.1. The problem of factoring special polynomials is linear.time reducible to 
the decomposition problem. 
PItOOF. For 0 < j < e + 1, let ~-j = p~+l-j +p~-j  + .. .  +p~ = aj .pC-j+1 (with r0 = 0), 
and w = ~o<j<e+l vjz ~J be special and monic. Let 
= ( -1) J+ lv j ,  f = e Fix] 
0<j<e+l  
of degree n = pe+l  and let r = p, s = n/p = pC. Let K be an algebraic losure of F. We 
claim: 
Vg, h s K[~] (f, (g, h)) G DECks r 
3c~ 6 If w(a) = O and g = x p + ax and h = ~ cpjx p~ and 
0<_j<_e 
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e v (4.1) p,_~ = ~ (-1)ia~'ap,+a-~+i for 0 < j < e. 
0<i<j 
This d~im implies that the decomposition problem for f requires the output of a represen- 
tation of each root in K of w (up to conjugates), from which we can read off the complete 
factorlzation of w. Since each root a of w is nonzero, each composition factor # is simple. 
For "r one simply checks that (4.1)implies 
( + - ) r  = o, 
so that 
e~,_~_l + acp,- j  = ap,_~ (4.2) 
fo r0<j<e,  cp .= l=an,  and0=w(a)=ac l - l ,  so that indeedf=goh.  
For "==~", let (f ,  (g, h)) 6 DEC~.  One first checks inductively that bp_l . . . .  = 
b2 --- 0, using that 
0 = an-is = coeff(g o h, n - is) = bp_i 
for 1 _< i < p - 2. Now f = g o h implies equations (4.2), which, together with blcl = al,  
imply (4.1). [] 
The definition of "simple decomposition" is in terms of the decomposition factor g, 
which is part of the output. The following is a sufficient (but not necessary) criterion in 
terms of the input f for a decomposition to be simple. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let  ( f , (g ,h ) )  6 DECk, r, p = char(F), q > p the largest power o f  p 
dividing r, assume p ~f s, and let 
l = min{A : A = n or (an_x # 0 and q Jf ),)}. 
I f  p Jf l, then g is simple. 
PROOF. As usual, we write g = x r + br_iz ~-i + . . .  + bo, with br_ i ~ O. We may assume 
that 1 < i < q. Since q 0( is, we have coeff(h r, n - is) = O~ and thus 
a,~-is = coeff(b~-ih r- i ,  n -  is) = br-i ~ 0. 
Thus l - is, and p ~f i implies that g is simple. [] 
Conc lus ion  
While the tame case of polynomial decomposition has found a satisfactory solution, the 
general wild case remains open. Kozen & Landau (1989) have given an (exponentiM-time) 
algorithm over fields with a (polynomial-time) factorizatioa procedure, and the present 
results show how to compute all simple decompositions in polynomial time. It would be 
interesting to have more general polynomial-time methods. Giesbrecht's (1988) examples 
of more than polynomially many decompositions i dicate that a totally new approach may 
be required. 
Further directions of research concern decompositions of multivariate polynomials or 
rational functions, and polynomials over more general rings; most of these questions till 
need both a mathematical understanding and algorithms. Dickerson (1989) applies poly- 
nomial decomposition to the inversion of automorphisms of polynomial rings. 
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